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Inside Zuck’s Brain: Decoding Facebook
A brief introduction

Facebook has been a menace for society but a boom for Wall Street. I have 
been a vocal critic of the platform and openly calling the social web the toxic 
web for some time now. While I still believe that the way Facebook is used 
within society can be harmful to mental health, democracy, privacy, and brand 
building, I cannot argue with their success in winning consumer attention and 
advertising budgets. Facebook is now a $70 billion business growing 31%, 
which is admirable and worth paying serious attention to. 

My meditation practice has taught me over the years to not be afraid to 
question my previously held beliefs. My view towards Facebook has evolved as 
now I have become curious to uncover what I can learn from the platform.

As a leader in the digital media industry, I owe it to my team, customers and 
partners to critically examine what is Facebook doing well that we can learn 
from and potentially incorporate into our strategy. This presentation is my view 
inside Zuck’s brain of what Facebook is up to and where it may choose to go.
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Inside Zuck’s Brain: Decoding Facebook
A few of the perspectives that we’ll cover here

● Facebook Is Eating Digital Advertising: Everyone should be scared of Facebook’s 
dominance and momentum

● Facebook’s Ad Business Might Just Beat Google: Facebook’s playbook to win over 
advertisers at scale

● What Keeps Zuck Up At Night: Facebook’s growth headwinds are real 

● How Facebook Is Eating The World: What Facebook calls “features”, others call 
“businesses”

● Facebook’s Acquisitive History: Facebook has acquired 72 companies for over $23 
billion over the past 14 years

● How I Would Break Up Facebook: A different perspective on the calls for the breakup 
of Facebook



Facebook Is Eating 
Digital Advertising

Everyone should be scared of Facebook’s 
dominance and momentum



Facebook’s Will Be A $100 Billion Ad Business In Two Years
Revenue grew 31% in most recent quarter

Facebook will grow from $1 billion to $100 billion in 12 years. It took Google 17 years.
Facebook’s advertising revenue growth rate is 50% higher than Google’s.

Source(s): Google, Facebook

https://abc.xyz/investor/
https://investor.fb.com/investor-events/default.aspx


Platforms Will Have 90%+ Of The Market Soon 
Facebook will have almost one third of the market

Google’s market share in digital advertising will decline this year for the first time in 
history, primarily due to Facebook’s dominance.

Source(s): eMarketer, public filings

https://www.emarketer.com/content/global-digital-ad-spending-2019


Social As A Channel Is Eating Digital 
Social will easily be half of the market in a few years

The decline in spend on the web as a channel will accelerate due to social.
Search growth remains consistent with market growth.

Source(s): eMarketer, public filings. Notes: social includes YouTube. All data excludes China.

Channel Spend ($B) Growth

Social 98 30%

Search 80 15%

Web 75 -5%

Total 253 15%

https://www.emarketer.com/content/global-digital-ad-spending-2019


Facebook Is The King Of Social 
No point referencing any other social platform

Facebook is 10x the size of Twitter, Snapchat and Pinterest combined.

Source(s): public filings. All data excludes China.

Platform Spend ($B) Share

Facebook 70 72%

YouTube 20 20%

Twitter 2.8 2.9%

LinkedIn 2.2 2.2%

Snap 1.8 1.8%

Pinterest 1.1 1.1%

Total 97.9



140 Million Businesses Have A Facebook Presence 
Many of whom do not even have a website

9 million businesses are advertising on Facebook and 3 million on Instagram. 
The mid market is now over 50% of Facebook’s revenue.

Source(s): Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/categories/small-business


94% Of Facebook’s Ad Revenue Is On Mobile 
Impressive growth from standing start only 7 years ago

Facebook’s ad revenue from mobile was $0 in 2012 when they went public. It is now $65 Billion 
and with Instagram, Messenger and WhatsApp, will continue to accelerate.

Source(s): Facebook

https://investor.fb.com/investor-events/default.aspx


Facebook Is Now Being Used To Sell Cars 
At least they are claiming to

“Renault used a combination of Instagram Stories and Click-to-Messenger ads to drive 
sales of a limited-edition vehicle, the Captur Tokyo. Facebook was their only advertising 
channel, and over the span of 30 days, they sold 100 cars.”

Source(s): Facebook

https://investor.fb.com/investor-events/default.aspx


Facebook’s Ad Business 
Might Just Beat Google

Facebook’s playbook to win over 
advertisers at scale



Stories Are The Future Of Everything 
Over 500 million people use Instagram Stories daily

Facebook has done the hard work to train consumers and advertisers that Stories is the default 
format for the mobile web.

Source(s): Social Bakers, Facebook, Statista

Instagram Stories daily users

https://adespresso.com/blog/instagram-statistics/
https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2019/Q2/Q2'19-Earnings-Call-Transcript.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/730315/instagram-stories-dau/


Stories Is The New Mobile 
Facebook is looking to repeat their success from mobile

Facebook believes they created the mobile advertising industry by helping businesses learn how 
to use the platform. They are now applying the same playbook to Stories and already have 3 
million businesses advertising with the new format. Mobile is now 94% of their revenue.

Source(s): Facebook

https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2019/q3/Q3-2019-FB-Earnings-Transcript.pdf


Training And Certification Programs 
Facebook has trained 10,000 people through Blueprint

Blueprint is Facebook’s online and in-person training program for marketing professionals 
on how to make the most of their advertising platform.

Source(s): Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/in-person


Helping Marketers Do Their Job 
Facebook knows how to market your product better than you do

Recently published 63-page Holiday Marketing Guide is one example of how Facebook is 
writing the playbook for marketers (big and small) on how to grow their business.

Source(s): Facebook

https://scontent.fcbr2-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t39.8562-6/10000000_519974148792777_2155616263064256512_n.pdf?_nc_cat=110&_nc_oc=AQlWF-u8nH7j8_F4A_YCfsVI-8mw2VG0lzXIYD5UAA5Lu2uOCOg3X4sBSfIKbQdF0zU&_nc_ht=scontent.fcbr2-1.fna&oh=fa82967a6483c5361c7c3f32245154e6&oe=5E60D588


Brand Marketing Continues 
Facebook is investing in traditional brand marketing

New CMO Antonio Lucio has launched new brand advertising campaigns for Facebook. CFO 
shared on a recent earnings call that investment in marketing will increase in 2020.

Source(s): CNBC, Facebook

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/03/facebook-releases-first-major-brand-campaign-under-cmo-antonio-lucio.html
https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2019/q3/Q3-2019-FB-Earnings-Transcript.pdf


Facebook Is Entering The Search Advertising Industry
Watch out Google

● Facebook recently announced that search ad 
placements are now included by default to all 
advertisers as part of Automatic Placements .

● Automatic Placements choose where to run ads 
across Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, Stories, 
Audience Network, and now Facebook Search.

 
● Facebook’s attribution tech may start to take 

credit for ads placed in search activity even when 
users do not click on those ads.

Source(s): MediaPost

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/342235/facebook-opens-search-ad-placements-to-all-adverti.html


Automated Placements Give Facebook More Control 
Facebook knows where to run ads better than you

Automated Placements give Facebook control 
on which inventory and formats to run for your 
campaign. It is now the default setting.

Facebook can now optimize for your campaign 
and their profit margin.

Source(s): Social Media Examiner

https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/how-to-optimize-ad-budget-facebook-instagram/


The Majority Of Facebook’s Revenue Is From The Mid-Market  
Anyone Can Buy An Instagram Ad On Their Phone In 1 Minute



70% Of Performance Is Creative  
Social Creative Performs 10x Better Than IAB Creative



Creative Tools Repurposed For Advertisers  
Facebook understands that 70% of performance is creative

Facebook has the benefit of observing how its 2.8 billion users create content and is able 
to repurpose those same tools for advertisers to make beautiful creative on-the-fly.

Source(s): Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/business/news/create-ads-from-your-mobile-device-using-new-creative-tools-in-the-ads-manager-app


Ad Tech Stack Has Global Appeal And Efficiency 
More than 50% of Facebook’s ad revenue is now outside the US 

Facebook can monetize the investment in its ad tech stack across global markets versus 
smaller platforms or media companies who are generally single-geo focused.

Source(s): eMarketer, Facebook

https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-digital-ad-spending-will-surpass-traditional-in-2019
https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2019/q3/Q3-2019-Earnings-Presentation.pdf


Facebook Has Mastered the Platform Puzzle 
The unique and winning combination of Facebook’s ad platform

Workflow Targeting Attribution

Sales

Talent

OptimizationScaleCreative



What Keeps Zuck 
Up At Night

Facebook’s growth headwinds are real 



Fighting Regulators Will Be A Big Distraction 
Key executives will be spending more time with regulators

Microsoft famously “missed the internet” at the turn of the century as their executives 
were busy fighting regulators. Which major trends will Facebook miss?

Source(s): NYTimes

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/10/us/politics/mark-zuckerberg-testimony.html


Facebook’s Targeting Signals Will Continue To Get Weaker 
Off-Facebook-Activity (OFA) gives people more control

Facebook has started (slowly) rolling out Off-Facebook-Activity controls for its users to 
block Facebook from capturing data from its general web activity.

Source(s): Facebook

https://engineering.fb.com/data-infrastructure/off-facebook-activity/


Facebook’s ARPU Is 10x Lower In International Markets 
Will be challenged by less developed digital ad markets

Facebook’s growth rate in Asia-Pacific is 40% faster than Europe. Digital advertising is now 
growing as fast in less developed markets.

Source(s): Facebook

https://investor.fb.com/investor-events/default.aspx


Leadership Churn Is A Major Issue 
Facebook has become a revolving door for top leadership talent

A few of the leaders who have left Facebook:
Chris Cox, chief product officer
Caryn Marooney, head of PR
Elliot Schrage, head of policy and communications
Jan Koum, co-founder of WhatsApp
Chris Daniels, head of WhatsApp
Colin Stretch, head of legal
Alex Stamos, chief security officer
Dan Rose, VP of partnerships
Alex Hardiman, head of news products
Rachel Whetstone, VP communications
Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger, Instagram founders
Brendan Iribe, Oculus founder

Source(s): Business Insider

https://www.businessinsider.com/facebook-execs-who-have-left-since-cambridge-analytica-scandal-2019-3?international=true&r=US&IR=T


It Is Not Cool To Work At Facebook Anymore 
Impact will hit them in 2-3 years with talent drain

Source(s): NYTimes, CNBC

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/15/technology/jobs-facebook-computer-science-students.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/08/facebook-culture-cult-performance-review-process-blamed.html


The Average Person Is Becoming More Aware Of Big Brother
Facebook may face user backlash around privacy and security

Just like Big Tobacco was told to advertise its harmful side effects, Big Tech (Facebook) is 
starting to advertise and inform its users how to take more control of their privacy.

Source(s): Campaign

https://www.campaignlive.co.uk/article/facebook-launches-uk-ad-campaign-promote-privacy-controls/1594936


Facebook Will Run Into Global GDP Growth 
The disconnect is clear

Global GDP is growing about 3% while Facebook is growing 30%. At some point in the 
coming decade, this will catch-up to Facebook.

Source(s): WorldBank

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ny.gdp.mktp.kd.zg?end=2018&start=2010&view=chart


The World’s Population Growth Rate Is Now In Decline 
Where will Facebook’s new users come from?

The United Nations predicts that the world’s population growth rate will decline from 1% 
to about 0.5% in the coming decades.

Source(s): United Nations

https://ourworldindata.org/world-population-growth


How Facebook Is Eating 
The World

What Facebook calls “features”, 
others call “businesses”



Facebook Watch May Be The Only Alternative To YouTube 
Watch has 720 million monthly users  (YouTube has 1.9 billion)

VS



Facebook Marketplace May Be The New eBay 
800 million use Marketplace  vs 182 million who use eBay

VS



Facebook Shopping Will Take On Amazon 
People are buying products from Instagram

VS



Facebook News Takes On News Aggregators 
However, news aggregators don’t pay for content

VS



Facebook Search Ads Will Give Google More Competition 
Automated Placements include search ads by default

VS



Facebook Messenger The New Customer Service Channel 
People send 20 billion messages to businesses on Messenger

VS



Facebook Dating Takes On The Match Group 
Facebook knows more about you than any other dating app

VS



Facebook Events Is The Starting Point To Discover Events 
700 million people use Facebook Events each month

VS



Stories Are Bigger On Instagram Than On Snapchat 
Facebook copied Snapchat’s innovative format and did it better

VS



Reels Is Facebook’s New Competitor To Tik Tok 
Feature recently released in Brazil within Instagram Stories

VS



Facebook Workplace Will Replace Slack 
Facebook has 3 million paid users compared to Slack’s 6 million

VS



Jobs On Facebook May Give LinkedIn A Run Long-Term
It has started with helping small businesses recruit

VS



Facebook Weather Is A Convenient Add-On 
Facebook already knows where you are

VS



Facebook Movies Will Replace Fandango 
Facebook does not charge any fees to book movies

VS



Facebook Libra Will Attempt To Displace All Banks  
It has yet to launch however the ambition is clear

VS 



Facebook’s Acquisitive 
History

Facebook has acquired 72 companies for 
over $23 billion over the past 14 years

Source: Techwyse

https://www.techwyse.com/blog/infographics/facebook-acquisitions-the-complete-list-infographic/


Facebook’s Acquisitive History 
What’s next?

● AboutFace, August 2005 – $200 K
● Parakey, July 19, 2007
● ConnectU, June 23, 2008 – $31 Million
● FriendFeed, August 10, 2009 – $47.5 Million
● Octazen, February 19, 2010
● Divvyshot, March 2, 2010
● Friendster, May 13, 2010 – $40 Million
● ShareGrove, May 26, 2010
● Nextstop, July 8, 2010 – $2.5 Million
● Chai Labs, August 15, 2010 – $10 Million
● Hot Potato, August 20, 2010 – $10 Million
● Drop.io, October 29, 2010 – $10 Million
● FB.com domain name, Nov 15, 2010 – $8.5 Million
● Rel8tion, January 25, 2011 
● BELUGA, March 2, 2011 
● snaptu, March 20, 2011 – $70 Million
● RecRec, March 24, 2011 
● DayTum, April 27, 2011
● Sofa, June 9, 2011
● MailRank, June 9, 2011

● Push Pop Press, August 2, 2011 
● Friend.ly, October 10, 2011 
● Strobe, November 8, 2011 
● Gowalla, December 2, 2011
● Instagram, April 9, 2012 – $1 Billion
● Tagtile, April 13, 2012 
● Glancee, May 5, 2012 
● Lightbox.com, May 15, 2012 
● Karma, May 21, 2012 
● Face.com, June 18, 2012 – $100 Million
● Spool, July 14, 2012 
● Acrylic Software, July 20, 2012 
● Threadsy, August 24, 2012 
● Atlas, February 28, 2013 – Less than $100 Million
● Osmeta, March 2013
● Hot Studio, March 14, 2013
● Spaceport, April 23, 2013
● Parse, April 25, 2013 – $85 Million
● Monoidics, July 18, 2013
● Jibbigo, August 12, 2013



Facebook’s Acquisitive History 
What’s next?

● Onavo, October 13, 2013
● SportStream, December 17, 2013
● Little Eye Labs, January 8, 2014 – $15 Million
● Branch, January 13, 2014 – $15 Million
● WhatsApp, February 19, 2014 – $19 Billion
● Oculus VR, March 25, 2014 – $2 Billion
● Ascenta, March 27, 2014 – $20 Million
● Liverail, August 14, 2014 – $500 Million
● ProtoGeo Oy, April 24, 2014
● Pryte, June 2014
● PrivateCore, August 7, 2014 
● WaveGroup Sound, August 26, 2014
● Wit.ai, January 6, 2015 
● Quickfire, January 8, 2015 
● TheFind, March 14, 2015 
● Surreal Vision, May 26, 2015 
● Pebbles, July 16, 2015 – $60 Million
● Masquerade, March 9, 2016 
● Two Big Ears, March 23, 2016 
● Nascent Objects, September 19, 2016 

● Infiniled, October 10, 2016 
● CrowdTangle, November 11, 2016 
● Faciometrics, November 16, 2016 
● Ozlo, July 31, 2017 
● Fayteq , August 2017 
● tbh(app), October, 2017
● confirm.io, January 23, 2018
● Bloomsbury AI, July 2018- $30,000.000
● RedKix, July 26, 2018- $100,000,000
● Vidpresso, August 13, 2018
● Chainspace, February 2019
● GROKSTYLE, February 8, 2019



How I Would Break Up 
Facebook

A different perspective on the calls for the 
breakup of Facebook



How I Would Break Up Facebook 
My perspective

Several political, business and tech leaders have called for the break up of Facebook, usually suggesting that 
Facebook split its core social networking app from Instagram, Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp. I do not 
think this strategy would work and envision a different approach. I would separate Facebook’s consumer 
business from its advertising business. 

I will refer to them as Consumer NewCo and Advertising NewCo.



How I Would Break Up Facebook 
Consumer NewCo

Consumer NewCo would be its set of consumer apps that help make the world more connected, to quote CEO Mark 
Zuckerberg. This is the suite of apps that we know as Facebook, Instagram, Messenger and WhatsApp. There are more 
than a handful of serious challenges that need to be addressed for Consumer NewCo, such as Toxic content, election 
meddling, digital wellness, user data, privacy and online safety, to name a few. 

With Mark Zuckerberg as CEO of Consumer NewCo, this business’ mission is to connect the world. But right now, it has to 
help save the world from itself. It is not an easy task to moderate the internet, however I believe that Consumer NewCo 
can attract talented and bright people to make this mission a reality and address its issues.

Facebook’s power is not derived from its apps. It’s from the data it collects across the internet. When you log in to any 
digital service using your Facebook ID, Facebook gets access to your online activity. When you log in to Facebook on your 
browser, Facebook now follows your web activity outside of facebook.com. 

If Instagram, WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger were all independent companies and used Facebook login, Facebook’s 
core social networking app would still have access to all of their data, alongside the data it would collect from tens of 
thousands of other digital products and services that also use the Facebook login. 



How I Would Break Up Facebook 
Consumer NewCo

Google is no different. When you log in to any service with a Gmail ID, use Google Maps, the Chrome Browser or are on an 
Android device, Google is tracking you. Apple is the knight in shining armor, trying to help us but won’t be able to save us 
all. It recently announced a login service for third-party apps to use as a privacy-safe alternative to Facebook and Google. 
Once widely adopted within the iOS ecosystem, Facebook and Google’s spying abilities will be hindered. However, unless 
we all buy $1,000 iPhones and use Safari exclusively on our laptops, Facebook’s footprint to watch our online activity will 
continue to be vast. 

Having Facebook’s apps not connected to each other would lead to an even greater fragmentation for consumers. The 
interoperability that Facebook is working on to combine messaging between Facebook Messenger, Instagram and 
WhatsApp will make communication more efficient, streamlined and secure. The average consumer’s phone today may 
have some combination of Facebook, Instagram, Facebook Messenger, Whatsapp, iOS messages, Snapchat, Twitter, 
TikTok, and more. If all of these were closed ecosystems, it would be like us speaking English, French, Mandarin, Spanish, 
and Arabic within the same classroom, courtroom or boardroom.

This is why keeping Facebook’s consumer apps all under Consumer NewCo makes sense.



How I Would Break Up Facebook 
Advertising NewCo

Advertising NewCo would be an ad tech platform with the mission of helping brands connect with their customers. 
Advertising NewCo could be used by brands to manage their advertising spend online (and potentially offline) as they 
use other platforms. As a standalone advertising platform, Facebook Advertising would follow industry standards for data, 
targeting and privacy. Like any ad tech platform, they would compete on the strength of their technology. 

Advertising NewCo has a head start, as its tools are already best-in-class, such as attribution, optimization, ad formats, 
and self-serve workflow tools. Brands would use Advertising NewCo to run ads anywhere, be it on Consumer NewCo 
apps, the New York Times, CBS Sports coverage on TV, Candy Crush or on Spotify. Maybe Sheryl Sandberg would consider 
taking the CEO role of Advertising NewCo.

Consumer NewCo apps would accept advertising from any ad tech platform, not exclusively from Advertising NewCo’s 
platform. Advertising NewCo as a stand-alone business would not have access to any more Consumer NewCo data than 
any other ad tech platform. Consumer NewCo would make available its audience and any data about its audience 
following industry standards, privacy laws and future internet regulations.

Advertising NewCo’s largest competitor would be Google. Google’s control of both the browser and ad tech systems that 
deliver ads in the browser, and its blocking of other adtech systems to deliver ads as effectively into its browser, with 
upcoming changes around cookies, screams antitrust violation. Facebook can get ahead of this by making its ad tools 
operate across the entire ecosystem and allowing all of the existing ad tech systems to monetize their consumer apps.



How I Would Break Up Facebook 
Adtech NewCo

Breaking Facebook into separate companies would clearly require breaking up teams, which should help create a 
handful of new high-paying tech jobs. If Facebook were to break up its consumer apps, as proposed by many political 
and business leaders, the talent inside each of these entities would know too much about the others. Trade secrets and 
intellectual property like data models, security vulnerabilities, optimization algorithms, user behavior, and insights would 
make it difficult for them to avoid preying on each other’s weaknesses. 

However the break-up model that I envision is like putting the football players on one team and the basketball players on 
another team. Consumer NewCo’s talent would focus on building great products that provide value to the end user 
above all. Core teams would include engineering, product, consumer marketing, infrastructure, data protection, security 
and, privacy. 

Advertising New Co’s talent would focus on building ad tech that provides value to brands above all. Core teams would 
include sales, ad operations, ad product, ad targeting, and ad measurement. Digital advertising is now a $333 billion 
market, and this year for the first time represents more than half of the total ad market. The proposed break up would 
enable Advertising NewCo to help brands allocate all $600 billion of their spend, and Consumer NewCo would accept ads 
from any ad tech platform. The combined market capitalization of Consumer NewCo and Advertising NewCo as 
independent businesses would likely be larger than Facebook today, creating more value for shareholders and more 
importantly, doing so in a way that is trusted.

Separating the consumer apps from the advertising platform would allow Facebook to disintermediate itself to create 
more value for the entire ecosystem – and itself. 
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